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Abstract: Bart's ordering theory algorithm and Takeya's item relational structure algorithm are the two 

classical ordering algorithms, but both of them have a common problem, that is, the item ordering results 

depend on the setting of threshold. The reason for this problem is that the ordering index fluctuates greatly 

due to guessing and slipping noise. This paper presents an improved algorithm, which can effectively filter 

out the noise of guessing and slipping. It is more effective than the two traditional methods. This paper also 

develops a computer program and carries out simulation experiments to prove the advantages of this 

method.  
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1. Introduction 

Ordering analysis of test items can clarify the relationship between items, which is not only helpful to 

obtain the instructional hierarchy structure, but also helpful to the cognitive diagnosis of students [1], [2]. 

At present, the common ordering analysis methods are mainly divided into two types: various methods 

extended by Bart's ordering theory (OT) and various methods extended by Takeya's item related structure 

theory (IRST) [1], [3]. No matter which method, the threshold parameter (tolerance level) have a great 

impact on the judgment of the relationship between project prerequisites [4], [5]. Bart found that the 

fluctuation of threshold value seriously affects the result of item ordering. Liu also proposed the method of 

setting the threshold for times [2], [6]. 

In fact, the reason why the ordering index in OT and IRST algorithm is unstable, is there are guesses and 

slips in student’s responses. According to a research of Liu in 2013, without guesses and slips, it can 

perfectly reproduce the original order of items [7]. Considering guessing and slipping, and because of OT’s 

natural defects, this paper presents a method to consider guessing and slipping to improve the accuracy of 

OT & IRST method. 

2. OT Algorithm 

2.1. OT Ordering Theory 

OT algorithm provided by Airsian and Bart in 1973[1]. In a binary scoring test，if the participant answers 
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a certain item correctly, it will be recorded as 1, and if the answer is incorrect, it will be recorded as 0. The 

response modes of item i and item j are (00), (01), (10) and (11).  

Definition 2.1: OT algorithm 

1) if (01) mode does not occur, then item i is a prerequisite condition for item j, denote as 
i jX X→ , 

definite this mode as disconfirmatory. 

2) if (i) is false，then item i is NOT a prerequisite condition for item j, denote as 
i jX X→ . 

3) if 
i jX X→ , and 

j iX X→ , then item i is equivalent to item j, denote as
i jX X . 

4) if 
i jX X→ ，or 

j iX X→ , then item i is NOT equivalent to item j, denote as
i jX X 。 

As there are guesses and slips in item response, Bart & Airsian proposed that it is necessary to set a 

tolerance level in determining whether the (01) response mode occurs. When the occurrence probability of 

the response mode is below the tolerance level, it is considered that the response mode does not occur. 

Setting an appropriate tolerance level has been a problem repeatedly discussed by Bart & airsian. The 

tolerance levels they have used include 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, etc [2], [8], [9]. 

2.2. Liu’s Ordering Theory, LOT 

Liu theorized sorting into a more mathematical language, and pointed out that the algorithm of sorting 

theory does not take into account the independence of correctly answered item i and incorrectly answered 

item j. if these two events are independent of each other, it can be directly considered that item I is not a 

prerequisite for item J [10]. In this research, Liu et al. also gave examples of independent responses to two 

items, and using OT would mistakenly believe that there is a prerequisite relationship between the two 

items. Based on the above reasons, Liu et al. Proposed an improved sorting theory, called Liu's ordering 

theory, with the following algorithm: 

Definition 2.2: LOT algorithm 

Define the response vector as 1 2( , ,..., )T nX X X X= , 0iX =  represents wrong answer to item i, 

j 1X =  represents correct answer to item j, Then the joint response probability is ( 0, 1)i jP X X= = . The 

following indicators can be calculated: 

( )
0 1

1 ( 0, 1) 1

LOT

ij

i j

if Ind

P X X if Ind


=
= 

− = = 
,                         (1) 

where 
( 0, 1)

( 0) ( 1)

i j

i j

P X X
Ind

P X P X

= =
=

= =
. 

Denote   as the tolerance level, then: 

(i) if ( ) 1LOT

ij  − , then item i is a prerequisite condition for item j, denote as 
i jX X→ , otherwise, 

item i is NOT a prerequisite condition for item j, denote as 
i jX X→ . 

(ii)if 
i jX X→  and 

j iX X→ , then item i is equivalent to item j, denote as 
i jX X . 

For the value of  , Liu takes =0.03  in LOT subjectively. He supposed that the value is basically between 
0.02 and 0.04. 

2.3. Improved Liu’s Ordering Theory, ILOT 

Liu believes that the subjective acquisition of tolerance level value lacks statistical characteristics, so he 

improves the tolerance level on the basis of OT algorithm and obtains the critical value from the 

distribution of as the tolerance level value [10]. Liu’s ILOT with the following algorithm: 
( )LOT

ij  is the same as in LOT, let ( ) ( )ILOT LOT

ij ij = , then: 
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( ) ( ) ( )arg[1 ( ) 0.05]

x

ILOT ILOT ILOT

c ij ij
x

f d  
−

= − = ,                       (2) 

 
where a is the probability density function of the random variable, if the test length is n , You can first 

calculate the ( )ILOT

ij  of any two items in the test, the empirical distribution or empirical pdf of ( )ILOT

ij  can 

be obtained from the ( 1)n n−  ( )ILOT

ij s. 

Then, taking the correlation coefficient as 0 as the null hypothesis, the t-test of ( )ILOT

c  is carried out. If 

the original hypothesis is rejected, it can be used as an effective critical value. If ( ) ( )ILOT ILOT

ij c  , then item 

i is a prerequisite condition for item j, denote as 
i jX X→ , otherwise, item i is NOT a prerequisite 

condition for item j, denote as 
i jX X→ . 

3. IRS Algorithm 

Japanese researcher Takeya pointed out that there is an irrationality in OT algorithm, that is, follow the 

rule “joint probability must be less than the marginal probability”, if ( 0)iP X =   or ( 1)jP X =  , 

there must be, which will lead to item i becoming a prerequisite for all items in the whole test, or all items in 

the whole test becoming a prerequisite for item j [3]. 

Although ( 0)iP X =   stands for the low difficulty of item i and ( 1)jP X =   stands for the high 

difficulty of item j, this is still irrational: imagine that when ( 1)jP X =  , and there is a item k is more 

difficult than item j, in this case, through OT we will get the equivalence of two items. Based on the above 

reason, Takeya proposed a new ordering analysis method and named it item relational structure theory. 

3.1.  Item Relational Structure Theory, IRST 

Takeya in 1980 proposed a new definition of preconditions. 

Definition 3.1：IRST ordering relationship 

There exists an ordering relationship 
i jX X→ , if and only if, 

( 0, 1) ( 0) ( 1)i j i jP X X P X P X= =  = = ,                       (3) 

otherwise
i jX X→ . The meaning of   is just like the tolerance level in OT, is a constant, 0 1  , 

it’s usually taken as 0.5. 

Follow definition 2，we can get the relationship of items： 

1) if and only if 
i jX X→  and 

j iX X→ , exist a prerequisite relationship
i jX X , means item i 

is the prerequisition condition of item j. 

2) if and only if 
i jX X→  and 

j iX X→ , exist an equivalence relationship
i jX X , means item i 

and item j are equivalence. 

3) if and only if 
i jX X→  and 

j iX X→ , item i is independent to item j. 

4) if and only if there exists an equivalence or prerequisite relationship between item i and item j，we 

say a direct relationship between item i and item j. 

3.2. Improved Item Relational Structure Theory, IIRST 

Liu et al. point out that the threshold in IRST is a constant value and lacks statistical significance, so they 

put forward IIRST [10]. Let ijr = , the threshold value as follow: 
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arg[1 ( ) 0.05]

x

c ij ij
x

r f r dr
−

= − =                               (4) 

where ( )ijf r  is pdf of 
ijr , 

ijr t or N , then： 

(i) if and only if ij cr r  and ji cr r , exist a prerequisite relationship
i jX X . 

(ii) if and only if
ij cr r  and 

ji cr r , exist an equivalence relationship
i jX X . 

3.3. Liu’s Item Relational Structure Theory, LIRST 

Liu et al. found that IRST could not well meet the principles of completeness, normalization and 

consistency. Therefore, Liu's project related structure theory is put forward [6]. This model is calculated 

based on the parameter   of IRST, the ordering index is as follows: 

( )
0.1 ( 0) ( 1)

0.1 0.9

i jLIRST

ij

if P X P X

otherwise




= =
= 

+
                      (5) 

If and only if 0.5ji （LIRST）
, there exists i jX X→ ，otherwise 

i jX X→ . Then make decision of the 

prerequisite relationship by the definition of IRST. 

4. Noise-Filter Item Relational Structure Algorithm 

Based on Liu's research results in 2013, guessing and slipping led to the instability of item ordering 

results [7]. Therefore, this paper proposes a new algorithm to improve the accuracy of IRST algorithm by 

eliminating the influence of guessing and slipping. We follow the definition of guessing and slipping 

parameters as “deterministic input noisy ‘and’ gate (DINA)” model, and use this model to estimate guess 

and slip parameters [12]. 

4.1. Formulation of the DINA Model 

Let ( 1,2,..., )i I=  denote a student, ( 1,2,..., )j J=  denote an item, ( 1,2,..., )k K=  is an attribute 

that denotes cognitive elements, and ( 1,2,..., )l L=  is an attribute master pattern.  

Definition 4.1: definite attribute mastery pattern vector as 
1( ,..., ,..., )ij l lk lK   =  as a combination of 

the binary variables 

1,   

0,
lk

mastering kth attribute

otherwise



= 


.                           (6) 

Definition 4.2: if a student has all required attributes for item j, definite a probability of obtaining an 

incorrect answer as 
js . On the other hand, definite 

jg  as a probability of the correct response when a 

student lacks at least one attribute required for item j. We call 
js  and 

jg  item parameters. 

Thus, the DINA model can be expressed as follows: 

1
( 1 ) (1 ) ij ij

ij i j jP X s g
 


−

= = − ,                              (7) 

where 
1

jk

K
q

ij ik

k

 
=

= , 
jkq  is an element of the Q-matrix, it means if item j test the attribute k, 1jkq = , 

otherwise 0jkq = . 
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4.2. Noise-Filter OT Algorithm & IRS Algorithm 

According to Liu’s research in 2013, if there are no guesses and slips in the subjects' responses, the 

original item prerequisite (i.e. order relationship) can be 100% restored through OT or other ranking 

methods. However, many studies have proved that there must be some guesses and slips in the test. 

Therefore, this study restores a more accurate response probability by considering guesses and slips, so as 

to improve the accuracy of the OT or IRS algorithm. 

All the definitions in DINA are followed, so we can estimate item parameters 
js  and 

jg  through 

response matrix and DINA model. Thus, noise-filter improved Liu’s ordering theory algorithm (NFILOT) as 

follows: 

Definition 4.3: Noise-Filter Improved Liu’s Ordering theory 

Define the response vector as 1 2( , ,..., )T nX X X X= , 0iX =  represents wrong answer to item i, 

j 1X =  represents correct answer to item j, Then the joint response probability is ( 0, 1)i jP X X= = . 

(i) The ordering index from iX  to 
jX  is defined as below: 

(1 ) ( 0, 1)
( 0, 1)

(1 )ij

i i jNFILOT

i j

j

s P X X
P X X

g


+ = =
= = = =

+
.                 (8) 

(ii) Let the threshold limit value of NFILOT denoted as 
NFILOT

c , be defined as 

arg[1 ( ) 0.05]

x

NFILOT NFILOT NFILOT

c ij ij
x

f d  
−

= − = ,                     (9) 

where ( )NFILOT

ijf   is the pdf of random variable 
NFILOT

ij .  

(iii) There exists an ordering relationship 
i jX X→ , if and only if, 

( 0, 1) NFILOT

i j cP X X = =  ,                               (10) 

otherwise
i jX X→ .  

Similarly, Noise-filter relational structure algorithm as follows: 

Definition 4.4: Noise-Filter Improved Item Relational Structure Theory (NFIIRST) 

Response vector as 1 2( , ,..., )T nX X X X= , 0iX = , 
j 1X = , ( 0, 1)i jP X X= =  was defined the 

same as given above. 

(i) The ordering index from iX  to 
jX  is defined as below: 

( 0, 1)
1

( 0) ( 1)ij

i jNFIIRST

i j

P X X

P X P X


= =
= −

= =
,                           (11) 

where ( 0, 1)i jP X X= =  is defined the same as NFOT, and ( 0)iP X =  can be calculated as follows: 

( 0) ( 0) ( 1)
( 0) / [ ]

1 1 1

i i i
i

i i i

P X P X P X
P X

s s g

= = =
= = +

+ + +
                     (12) 

=
(1 ) ( 0)

1 ( ) ( 0)

i i

i i i i

g P X

s g s P X

+ =

+ + − =
,                                 (13) 

( 1)jP X =  can be calculated as follows: 
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( 1) ( 1) ( 0)
( 1) / [ ]

1 1 1

j j j

j

j j j

P X P X P X
P X

g g s

= = =
= = +

+ + +
                    (14) 

=
(1 ) ( 1)

1 ( ) ( 1)

j j

j j j j

s P X

g s g P X

+ =

+ + − =
,                              (15) 

(ii) Let the threshold limit value of NFILOT denoted as 
NFIIRST

c , be defined as 

arg[1 ( ) 0.05]

x

NFIIRST NFILOT NFILOT

c ij ij
x

f d  
−

= − =  

where ( )NFIIRST

ijf   is the pdf of random variable 
NFIIRST

ij .  

(iii)There exists an ordering relationship 
i jX X→ , if and only if, 

( 0, 1)
1

( 0) ( 1)

i j NFIIRST

c

i j

P X X

P X P X


= =
− 

= =
,                               (16) 

otherwise
i jX X→ .  

Then make decision of the prerequisite relationship by the definition of IRST. 

5. Experiments and Results 

For comparing the performance of bart’s OT, Takeya’s IRS algorithm, Liu’s IIRS algorithm and our new 

method, we simulation a test with 7 items and 5 attributes by DINA mode, number of participants set as 

500. 

The simulation were repeated 10 times, to calculate the average value of validity index for OT, IRS and 

NFIRS, the validity index was proposed by Liu in 2013 [13]: 

1 1

2 2

1 1 1 1

( )( ' )

( ' ) 0.5 1

( ) ( ' )

n n

ij ij

i j

n n n n

ij ij

i j i j

e e e e

Val I I

e e e e

= =

= = = =

 
− − 

 = +
 
 − −
  



 

,                    (17) 

where, I  and 'I  were matrixes of item ordering, 
ije  was element of I , 'ije  was element of 'I , e  

and 'e  could calculated as follow: 

2
1 1

1 n n

ij

i j

e e
n = =

=  ,                                       (18) 

2
1 1

1
' '

n n

ij

i j

e e
n = =

=  ,                                      (19) 

(*) {0,1}Val  , the larger the value is, the better the validity of ordering algorithm method is. 

Table 1 list the result of the experiment, the validity index takes the average of ten results: 

Table 1. Validity Index of Different Algorithm 

 algorithm  

 OT IRST IIRST NFILOT NFIIRST 

Mean of Validity index 0.765 0.756 0.756 0.822 0.804 
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Above results showed that the new method — NFILOT & NFIIRST are obviously better than OT & IRST. 

6. Conclusion and Prospect 

At present, the two primary item ordering methods — OT and IRST, and their variants, item ordering 

result of them was rely on the threshold, that is because the ordering index fluctuates greatly. The method 

developed in this paper solves the problem of ordering index fluctuation fundamentally, and develops a 

computer program for this method. It can also be seen from the simple experimental results that the 

method in this paper is better than the previous methods, this shows the advantages of the new algorithm. 

The NFILOT and NFIIRST algorithms are only applicable to binary scoring items, which makes them have 

certain limitations in practical application. In the future, researchers can consider developing NF ordering 

analysis method with multi-level scoring. 
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